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The first triumvirate was composed of

The first trilogy of ancient Rome was an uneasy alliance between the three Titans julius Caesar, Pompeii and Crassus, who dominated the politics of the Roman Republic from 60 p.m. to 53 p.m. Alliances have always been part of history. Whether someone is looking at the unity of Sparta
and Athens against the Persians in the 5th century before noon, or Entente's triple allied forces in World War I, nations and individuals - even former enemies - have sought help to overcome a common enemy for one reason or another.  Ancient Rome was no different.  An unstable republic
and a near civil war brought the three men aside their differences and even humiliated each other for joining forces and dominating the Roman government, even controlling elections, for nearly a decade. One of the three eventually climbed above the others and became a dictator. His
name was Gaius Julius Caesar. However, that was a few years away. Now he was part of what modern historians have come to be called the first trilogy. Rome was in the chaos of the republic in dire straits. Rome's political order was in chaos. There was street violence and riots. For some
Roman citizens it was being sacrificed to moral decay. The statesman, philosopher and poet Marcus Tillius Cicero had even exposed a conspiracy led by prominent Senator Lucius Sergius Kathleen to overthrow the Roman leadership. Many believed that it was only a matter of time before
the fall of the Republic. However, the three men, often referred to as a triple gang, took advantage of the opportunity to make personal gains and form an alliance or trilogy that would eventually transform the state. Despite individual differences and sheer animosity, this three-head monster
remains in control even through bribery and threats to dominate both the consulate and military commands. The members of the trilogy of men who will change the face of Roman politics were Gnaius Pompius Magnus (Pompeii), Marcus Lucchinius Crassus and Gaius Julius Caesar. Each
man had his own personal reason to join together and realized he couldn't achieve it on his own. While each had achieved personal success, he wanted even gloria and more dignity (glory and dignity). So, in the 60's before the birth of these three men, they combined their resources, put
aside their personal differences (Crassus, although one of Rome's richest men, actually humiliated Pompeii) and took control of the government; In 60 BCE Crassus, Pompey &amp; Caesar combined their resources, set aside their personal differences and took control of Rome.   Although
he considered himself friends for both Caesar and Pompeii, Cicero, who was as loath to optimize (Rome's senators), opposed joining the trilogy even though he respected and built his linear skills. Use his legal services. He still cherished the values of old aristocratic Patricia (even though
many do not respect him). Unfortunately for Cicero, his exposure to Kathleen's conspiracy and opposition to exiled conservatives brought her. This would appeal for Pompeii and Caesar who allowed him to return to Rome in 57 years before noon. Ultimately, disputes between alliance
members and their personal greed will spell triple torment. But now Bond saw and used an opportunity, but the trilogy didn't come together overnight.  The alliance had its beginning a decade earlier. Marcus Licinius Crassus, Louvreby Carole Raddato (CC BY-SA) Beginnings - Crassus In
73 BCE a Thracian named Spartacus led a revolt at a gladiator school at Capua, a city south of Rome. He and his followers went on a rampage across Italy. The rebellion continued for almost two years and defied the Roman forces sent against them, so that in 71 B.C., Crassus was sent
by the Roman Senate to finally suppress the rebellion. Spartacus was eventually killed and 60 of his followers crucified along the Apian way - the road between Rome and Capua - to serve as a warning to others. Although most of the praise should have gone to Crassus's military leadership,
Pompeii, who had just returned from Spain, attempted to steal most of the credibility of defeat even though his only achievement was to round up hooligans. Both men then disobeyed Senate orders and refused to disband their armies. Although Pompeii actually mocked the Republican
administration, the defeat of Spartacus and his followers ensured that both men were named co-consuls in 70 p.m. Crassus never forgot Pompeii's arrogance and always sought a military command in which he achieved splendor on his own. Pompey Grand Bustby Carole Raddato (CC BY-
SA) Pompeii's problems in the East - piracy for one - are causing food shortages in Rome. In 1988, Pompeii was sent east to not only suppress the presence of pirates on high seas, but also to counter the Pontus meters, which pose a dangerous threat to Rome's power in little Asia by
constantly attacking Roman provinces. His final death brings power to his heir and his peace with Rome. From 1987 to 1984, Pompeii and his army marched from the Caucasus Mountains in the north to the Red Sea and redesigned the map in the eastern Mediterranean. He reorganized the
provinces to Rome's client states and returned a hero to the city in 62 p.m. Having returned, however, he entered the city as a citizen, not a soldier, who had disbanded his army. He had a new agenda: he wanted land and eastern settlements for his veterans. The idea made sense because
it didn't want any unemployed veterans in the city and their resettlement in the east would reduce tensions there, however, that's what the Senate did. Confirm. It was to stand in the way of Marcus Porsius, best known by the younger Kato, the leader of The Optimizers, conservative
members of the Senate. Caesar, two of the three, had credible reasons to unite: Pompeii wanted his veterans to be rewarded for their bravery in the East while Crassus hoped not only to gain dignity in a military command but also to reclaim the money he and his fellow investors had lost
during food crises in the East. Third member of the gang Julius Caesar, the military hero in his own right, returned from Spain in victory, something he hoped would help bring him extra fame and wealth. While he was not as prosperous as others (he was actually deeply indebted), he also
had a purpose - to be named consul and then gain a pro-consular/military command in mud. The bust of Julius Cesabi Tataryn77 (CC BY-SA) three joining forces however, to achieve these excellent goals, all three realized that mutual support was essential, so by collecting their personal
resources (mainly Crassus money), Contact (Cicero) and most of all ambition, they set their own plan in motion. First order of business: Caesar was able to reconcile the differences between Pompeii and Crassus. Next, she married her daughter Julia with Pompey to seal the alliance.
Together, Bond overcame his first hurdle when Caesar was named co-consul for 59 years before noon with Marcus Calpurnius Bibulus, unfortunately a good friend of Kato's. Stonius, the Roman historian of twelve Caesars himself, wrote that Caesar, ... Successful in accommodating
Pompey and Marcus Crassus - they were still in dispute after their failure to agree on policy issues while sharing consular. Pompeii, Caesars and Crassus have now formed a triple treaty and swore to oppose all laws, each of which may be approved. [16] Despite his best efforts, Caesar
failed to push Pompeii's agenda or any of his other amendments through the Senate. Under the law, a consul was entitled to veto a proposal made by his fellow consul, and that's exactly what Bebolos did, so Caesar took his idea to the People's Assembly instead of fighting the Senate.
While Caesar stood at the forum and presented his proposal to the assembly, Bibolus attempted to intervene but was instead thrown down the steps of the caster temple where he was showered with rubbish. He returned to his home, where he stayed out of public life. Caesar ruled as
consul on his own. Kato eventually confessed to defeat and accepted the bill; veterans got their land. The trilogy apparently worked. Crassus's death came after the end of the Caesars consulate and his army crossed the Alpine into mud, where he spent the next 10 years returning to Italy in
victory in 50 b.m. Pompey, now feeling jealous of Caesar's success, won in favor of the Senate when he was given command over Seed City In 1978, after a series of food riots. Then Pompeii and Crassus returned to a joint consulate at 55 p.m. Pompeo was then elected governor of Spain,
although he stayed in Rome and ruled Spain through a series of deputies. Elsewhere, Crassus earned his wish and was granted the command of an army in the hope of achieving personal fame in the East. Unfortunately, he will never achieve his goal. In 1974, the Parthies were defeated,
killed and beheaded in the battle of his work by Rome's longtime enemy. In further insults his head is used as a prop by King in providing Euripides Bacchae games. His death spelled the triple torment, although the alliance had been renewed in Lucca in 56 b.m. (Caesar had even left the
flower to attend), Crassus was the glue that kept them together. The split between Caesar and Pompeii became wider when Pompeii's wife and Caesar's daughter Julia died in 1975 before birth. Civil War - Caesar passed through Rubicon as a dictator with 40,000 Caesar soldiers and
returned to Rome. He was richer and more powerful and favorable to return to politics and consularism - the latter being what both Pompeii and conservatives opposed. Now Pompeii was Senate's favorite son. He was even named consul in 1973 with the full support of Kato. He was later
rewarded with commanding Roman forces in Italy. The deep hatred that dormant for years between Caesar and Pompeii led to the Civil War, along with Pompey's jealousy. Battle of Pharsalusby Wikipedia User: Kirill Lokshin (Public Domain) Because of his friendship with both men, Cicero
became concerned over the hostility between Caesar and Pompey, he wrote to Caesar on March 49 before noon, ... If you fend to protect our friend Pompey and reconcile him to yourself and the government, you will definitely find no better than myself compatible with that goal. ... I've
always been a fan of peace... Now I'm very concerned about Pompey's right position (Grant, 81-2), Cicero went on to say that he still considered both men to be friends and hoped that ... Reach an agreement between himself and Pompeii, and peace for the people of Rome. Caesar wrote
afterwards that he trusted Cicero that he would not interfere. Although I was convinced that you had no rash or ill-judged action... In the name of our friendship, that you shouldn't make any moves, now that things have gone my way. Pompeii left Rome for Greece with his army, followed by
Caesar. In 1969, they met at the Battle of Farsalus. Caesar won. Pompeii fled to Egypt, where he was murdered and beheaded on the orders of Ptolemy XIII on the beach. Then his head was gifted to Caesar. Caesar continued to secure power in both Small Asia and North Africa, eventually
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